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| - U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
| Attn: Document Control Desk

Washington, D. C. 20555

|

Reference: Fermi 2
NRC Docket No. 50-341
NRC License No. NPF-43

Subject: Licensee Event Reoort (LER) No. 96-009
,

|

| Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73, Detroit Edison is submitting the enclosed LER No.
. 96-009 regarding an Engineered Safety Feature (ESP) actuation, isolation of the
j Torus Water Management System, while replacing a burned out indicating lamp.
I

There are no commitments made in this LER.
!

Ifyou have any questions please contact Ken Riches at (313) 586-5529.

I
,

Sincerely,!
.

10

!

cc: M. J. Jordan i

H. J. Miller I

|. D. V. Pickett
| A. Vegel

M. V. Yudasz, Jr. '

Region III
Wayne County Emergency
Management Division: !n.,nnoe -
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)
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' " ' ' ' ' ' Torus Water Management System (TWMS) Division 2 ESF Actuation Due to Broken Indicating Lamp Socket
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AaSTRACT Oop

On May 26,1996, a reactor building Nuclear Power Plant Operator (NPPO) noted that there was no
indication for the power ready light for the Division 2 Torus Water Management System (TWMS) local
panel. When the NPPO attempted to remove the indicating lamp, it inserted further into the socket. The
NPPO opened the panel door to determine the reason that the lamp inserted further into the socket and
discovered that the socket was cracked. When the NPPO attempted to determine the extent of the crack,
the socket completely broke in half and the wires on the socket short circuited. Control Room operators
confirmed that the TWMS outboard isolation valves closed. Subsequent investigation determined that the
control circuit fuses had opened when the lamp socket wires shorted together. The indicating lamp wires
were taped to ensure that the short circuit was cleared, the fuses for the control circuit were replaced and
the system was returned to its normal configuration. On May 31,1996, the indicating lamp fixture was
replaced.

The cause of this event was that on May 7,1996, a repairman inadvertently cracked the indicating lamp
socket during unrelated routine maintenance. A contributor to this event is that the NPPO was not aware
of the condition of the indicating lamp socket.

As a corrective action, Detroit Edison is including this event in an existing review of the work control
process to determine whether increased use of deficiency tags (or other indications) would be a
program enhancement. No funher corrective actions are considered necessanj.
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Initial Pla1 Condition:
|

Operational Condition: 1 (Power Operation)
Reactor Power: 93 Percent )
Reactor Pressure: 1015 psig |

Reactor Temperature: 540 degrees Fahrenheit

Description of the Event:

|

. On May 7,1996, during routine maintenance in the Division 2 Torus Water Management System
(TWMS) local panel [CG][PL], an instrument and controls (I&C) repairman inadvertently bumped the
power ready light indicating lamp fixture [EJ][IL] and cracked the indicating lamp socket. The power j
ready light is connected directly across the 130 VDC control power circuit through a current limiting I

resistor. The indicating lamp was still functional in this condition. The I&C repairman initiated a |
corrective maintenance work request to resolve the indicating lamp socket condition. The May 7, )
1996, routine maintenance was unrelated to the maintenance activities being performed at the time of j
the Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) actuation described below. {

1

'

On May 26,1996, while a non-licensed reactor building Nuclear Power Plant Operetor (NPPO) was
performing rounds, no light indication was observed for the power ready light for the TWMS local j

panel. When the NPPO attempted to remove the burned out indicating lamp, the lamp inserted further l
into the indicating lamp socket. The NPPO opened the panel door to determine the reason that the
indicating lamp inserted further into the socket and discovered that the indicating lamp socket was !

cracked. When the NPPO attempted to determine the extent of the crack, the socket completely broke |
in half and the wires on the indicating lamp socket short circuited. The NPPO immediately contacted I
the Control Room [NA]. Control Room operators confirmed that the TWMS outboard isolation valves i

(Group 12)[CG][JM][ISV] had closed, an ESF actuation. Subsequent investigation determined that the j
Division 2 TWMS control circuit fuses [CG][EJ][FU) had opened when the lamp socket wires shorted j

'

together.

Cause of the Event: I

The immediate cause of the event occurred when the NPPO attempted to replace the burned out
indicating bulb, the cracked socket separated completely, resulting in a short circuit that caused
Division 2 of the TWMS to automatically isolate. This occurred because, nineteen days earlier, an I&C
repairman inadvertently cracked the indicating light fixture during unrelated routine maintenance in the
Division 2 TWMS local panel. A contributor to this event is that although a work request was written
to fix the broken indicating lamp fixture, the NPPO was not aware of the degraded condition of the
indicating lamp socket.

I
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Analysis 'of the Event:
)

i Actuation of the Primary Containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs)[JMhfSV] had no safe _ty consequences )
! with regard to the containment isolation function. Closure of the outboard containment isolation valves )

was not caused by a valid ESF actuation signal. The PCIVs operated in their designed manner to
ensure primary containment integrity. The TWMS does not perform an accident mitigation function.
The fail-safe condition for the TWMS is isolation from primary containment. Furthermore, the TWMS
inboard isolation valves are maintained in a nonnally closed position. Therefore, the health and safety
of the public were not affected by this event.

| 1

l
Corrective Action _s;

A. Immediate Corrective Actions

!
; The indicating lamp socket wires were taped to ensure that the short circuit was cleared. The

fuses for the Division 2 TWMS control circuit were replaced and the system was returned to its
; normal configuration (i.e., the outboard containment isolation valves open). On May 31,1996,

| the indicating lamp fixture was replaced.
|

B Corrective Actions to Prevent Recurrence

f At the time of this event, Fermi 2 had already commenced a review of the work control process to

; determine whether increased use of deficiency tags or other indications of component deficiencies ;

would be a program enhancement. The event discussed in this LER will be included as part of the!

work control review.

i No further corrective actions are considered necessary based on the low number of occurrences
ofinadvertent damage to these types ofindicating lights and the low safety significance for a short,

'
circuit for this particular indicating lamp fixture and associated control circuit (i.e., short causes

fail-safe action).

Mditional Information:
1

A. Failed Components

| Component: TWMS power ready indicating lamp |
3 Description: Incandescent indicating lamp assembly

'

Manufacturer: General Electric
Model Number: Type ET-16

.- _ - _. - _ _ _ . _ -_ . ___ ._. _
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B. Previous LERs on Similar Problems
E

LER 93-005: On February 25,1993, a burned-out indicating lamp for a 130 VDC power circuit
| on a local panel was being replaced. As the replacement lamp was being screwed into the socket,

the lamp shattered as it contacted the socket base. A short in the replacement lamp caused a fault
; that opened the upstream feeder positive and negative circuit fuses resulting in a loss of power to

,

seven 130 VDC branch circuits and resulted in a primary containment pneumatic supply outboard I1

isolation valve actuation. The cause of the short circuit was a faulty replacement bulb. The-

indicating lamp fixture and bulb were replaced and the system was returned to service. Corrective
action with respect to the faulty bulb was to caution plant personnel on the replacement of control
power indicating lamps.

LER 88-017: On April 27,1988, the Division 2 Control Center Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (CCHVAC) System shifted to recirculation mode due to de-energization of the local
panel. This was caused by a short circuit in the panel when an operator attempted to remove a
burned out indicator lamp on the panel. The indicator lamp was loose in its base and apparently
the filament leads contacted each other upon being rotated. The burned out indicator lamp and |
the opened fhse were both replaced. No other corrective actions were considered necessary
because of the unique circumstances of the failure.


